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From: -- 

To: <tbehr@umgov>- 
Date: 3/19/2009 6:00 PM 
Subject: DOCKET NO. 09-057-TO4 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I think that there needs be some investigation regarding the coincidental 
KSL "Story" or "Investigation" and Questar's immediate "Prayer for Relief'. 
When Rocky Mountain Powers Rebate in Idaho is $.50 and the entire rebate 
available in Wyoming being $.90 there is something wrong. The things that 
were completely false in the KSL STORY were when the Journalist (If I dare 
call her that) stated that Homeowners would be able "make money on the 
rebate". That is absolutely false. Both rebates state that the homeowner 
will be re-imbursed only up to the invoiced amount, no more. Her 
insinuation that Contractors along the Wasatch Front were "price gauging" or 
"making money" on their work of installing insulation in people's attic was 
attrocious. She treated profit and good business and good business ethics 
as criminal and fraudulent. It's funny that Home Depot sales the exact same 
insulation for $.99 a square foot. Some companies have less overhead. Some 
companies are willing to work for less. Good for them. To state that there 
is any price gauging or profit manipulation occuring is 100% absolutely 
false. Or someone needs to go after Home Depot!!! 

To the commission, please look at the dates of the KSL story, and Questars 
injuction to change the rebate amount. I think that they created that 
"story" due to possible cash flow problems. For them to try and slam this 
change through in less than 3 weeks leaves everybody wondering ... What's the 
real story. I'm saddened for KSL. I've enjoyed watching that station over 
the years and unfortunately, I can't believe a word they say anymore. I 
think that if any investigation go on, there would be a direct tie to this 
disgraceful occurance. It's too bad. It really is. Give it some real 
time. Have there been a lot of Homeowner complaints? 

I think that the Questar Rebate should be raised, and the Rocky Mountain 
Power Rebate should be lowered. Thus allowing contractors to serve people 
that can't even afford central air. 

With great sincerety, 

Someone Anonymous (I don't want no trouble) 


